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The one upside to the health crisis that has upended
our lives is that it has validated the urban, social, and
technological choices we have been making for many years.
The main priorities we have adopted for Euroméditerranée
are a clear fit for current aspirations, including making
space for nature within the city; supporting easy, calm
transportation; reducing pollution of all kinds; addressing
emerging health questions; and emphasizing energy and
environmental issues as well as our relationship with work.
With the future uncertain, it is more important than ever for
cities and major urban planning projects to prioritize the
needs of residents.
Euromed 1 has undeniably been successful, proving
that our efforts have contributed to the city’s increased
appeal. From a cultural point of view, the MuCEM has
earned Marseille a place on the European scene. In
economic terms, Euroméditerranée has benefited the
greater metropolitan area by building a central business
district connected to other major metropolises. It has
become the must-have location for both local companies
and major international groups attracted by the many
assets of the metropolitan economic fabric (digital, health,
media, etc.). New and renovated housing units (ultimately
25,000 in total) are being produced, helping to offset the
current shortage in many of our big cities. New business,
leisure, and restaurant offerings, such as Les Docks and
flagship projects like the Terrasses du Port, have emerged
to take advantage of this port district’s historic heritage.
These new living spaces benefit the entire city by helping
rebalance the urban aspects of its downtown.

Today, the majority of these urban transformations are
taking place within Euromed 2. In keeping with the times,
it will be a hybrid neighborhood that will need to meet the
expectations of younger generations to “Live, Work and
Play” by offering a streamlined use of energy, mass transit,
and soft mobility options as well as access to culture,
intergenerational bridges, thoroughly modern housing, and
a high quality of life close to nature. Euromed 2 will be this
mixed-use, multi-functional city, sufficiently agile to design
a tertiary city that reflects the increasing porosity between
work and personal life.
This 2021 edition of our annual study is a bit special due
to the health context. Although it showed impressive
resilience, it will come as no surprise that the real estate
market managed only to stay stead in 2020, but we firmly
believe that Euroméditerranée has remarkable assets that
will enable it to meet the challenges of this new decade.
That is what we wish to share with you in our latest report.

Hugues Parant
CEO of Euroméditerranée
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EUROMÉDITERRANÉE,
ONE OF THE LARGEST
URBAN RENEWAL
PROJECTS IN EUROPE
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Euroméditerranée one of the largest urban RENEWAL PROJECTS

1

MANCHESTER
HAMBURG

One of the largest urban
renewal projects in
Europe, in the heart of the
Aix-Marseille/Provence
Metropolis.

LONDON

ROTTERDAM

BERLIN

LILLE

PARIS
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LYON

MADRID
AIX-MARSEILLE-PROVENCE

BARCELONA
LISBON

METROPOLIS POPULATION:
1 M TO 5.6 M

ROME

AIX-MARSEILLE-PROVENCE

AIX EN PROVENCE

MARSEILLE

3 hrs to Paris / 1 hr 30 min to Lyon
2 hrs 20 min to Italy / 3 hrs 20 min to Spain
120 destinations / 27 countries served

No. 1

cruise and sea
port in France

No. 1

telecom hub
in southern Europe

No. 1

economic hub
in the south of France

No. 2

French hub for
financial services

No. 2

French hub
for public research

Population 1.9 million

751,000 jobs
more than 5 million
tourists EACH YEAR

Corsica / Italy / North Africa
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Strategic sectors

International Trade & Logistics / Real Estate & Construction
Aeronautics / Tourism / Digital Industry /
Energy & Environment / Banking & Insurance / Healthcare
EUROMED 2
170 HA

Euroméditerranée
Euromed 1

A success story on the books

Euromed 2
A new chapter

EUROMED 1
310 HA

located on the sea front in the heart of Marseille,
between the Vieux Port and the commercial port,
directly served by the Saint-Charles TGV train station
with easy metro and light rail access.

Euroméditerranée one of the largest urban renewal projects
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A NEW
CITY RISES:
EFFICIENT,
RESILIENT,
AND SUSTAINABLE.

EUROMÉDITERRANÉE IS AN URBAN RENEWAL OPERATION WITH AMBITIOUS
GOALS THAT IS ALREADY MAKING GOOD PROGRESS ACROSS ITS ENTIRE
REAL ESTATE PROGRAM.

MILLION SQM

of offices
65% completed

200,000 SQM

Of public facilities

25,000

270,000 SQM

Of retail units
75% completed

40 hectares

of green & public space

50% completed 40% completed

new and renovated

housing units

18,000 new

35% completed
7,000 renovated

85% completed
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At nearly 500 hectares, the scope of Euroméditerranée covers a large portion of
downtown Marseille. The urban planning operation extends from the Vieux Port in the
south to Avenue du Cap Pinède to the north. It also includes part of the city’s historic
downtown around the Saint-Charles train station and Rue de la République.

This Operation of National Interest (OIN) has developed over more than 25 years in 2
distinct phases, called Euromed 1 and Euromed 2. While urban renewal work is ongoing
for Euromed 1, the new projects are now focused in Euromed 2.

Euromed 1
1
2
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4
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Euromed 2

Fort St Jean
MuCEM
La Villa Méditerranée
Regards de Provence Foundation
J4
Voutes de la Major
Esplanade de la Major
Le Boulevard du Littoral
La Passerelle (J1)
FRAC
Les Docks
Les Terrasses du Port
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

European Hospital
Euromed Center
Le Silo
Les Quai d’Arenc / La Marseillaise
Thassalia (ENGIE)
Marine geothermal power station
CMA CGM tower
Rue de la République
Ilôt sur le Parc
Adriana
IMVT
St Charles TGV Train station

24
25
26
27
28

29

Sogaris, urban logistics
Aygalades Park
Smartseille
Les Fabriques
Halle des 5 Continents Les Puces mall
Massiléo (EDF-Dalkia),
Marine geothermal power station

Major urban
landmarks
and projects
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2020 Real Estate
Performances
and Results
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Tertiary Dynamics
in the Central Business District
Take-up

128,400

Euroméditerranée
at the center of a
resilient tertiary market

With a 137,000 sqm take-up in 2020, a decrease of only 7% from
2019 (+6% above the five-year average), the metropolis has proven
quite resilient in the face of the pandemic.
Given the difficult context, rental activity is down in Euroméditerranée
due in part to the lack of new availabilities. The development of
new projects will offer attractive solutions for players who are already
present and those coming from outside.

81,700

38,600
5-year average
2016

2017

2018

AIX MARSEILLE

2019

MARSEILLE

2020
EUROMED

Source: JLL / Immostat
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Euroméditerranée
is still driving
the Marseille market

Capturing nearly one third of take-up in 2020, the
central business district once again proved its role
as a driver of the tertiary sector in Marseille. Note
the solid performance of the southern sector, with
25,000 sqm of take-up.
Within Euroméditerranée, the most significant
transaction both symbolically and in terms
of scale, was PERNOD RICARD FRANCE
leasing 7,700 sqm in the emblematic Les
Docks building for its future head office,
the same location from where the star anise
once transited for the company’s iconic
pastis.

Nord Littoral
8,243 sqM

Euroméditerrannée 22,346 sqm

Source: JLL / Immostat

EAST 5,049 sqM

CENTER
10,382 sqM

SOUTH 25,343 sqM

COVID Lockdown
No. 1

COVID Lockdown
No. 2

20,000

16

18,000

14

16,000

12

14,000
12,000

10

10,000

8

8,000

6

6,000

An Uneven
Year

4

4,000

After a very dynamic first quarter that accounted for
more than 3/4 of annual demand, the lockdown all but
put a halt to any transactions. Demand started to pick up
again in the 3rd quarter, though with transactions limited
to small spaces, before holding steady through the end of
the year.
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2,000

0

0
1st quarter
SPACE (sqm)

Share of new
construction in take-up
EUROMED
% new construction

2nd quarter
Number

2017

3rd quarter
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Source: JLL / Immostat

2018

2019

2020

57,600 sqm 28,400 sqm 60,025 sqm 22,346 sqm
86%

4th quarter

61%

34%

10%

Euroméditerranée’s Weight
in Transactions
Within the Metropolis

Despite the difficult context of the pandemic and
a decrease in available space, Euroméditerrannée
continued to attract companies with its advantageous
central location and status as the business district for
the metropolis.

Source: JLL / Immostat

Excellent commercialization in recent years has placed
greater pressure on new offerings. The decreased ratio of
new space in all transactions (from 86% to 10% in 4 years)
is the sign of a certain maturity in the market. Some
very well designed buildings are no longer considered
new, and certain buildings are reaching a renovation
phase, such as Cap Joliette, which was delivered in 2003.

10%

14%

17%

Small spaces
< 500 sqm

Medium spaces
500 to 1,000 sqm

Large spaces
> 1,000 sqm
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Rent ranges:
New & Renovated / Secondhand (as appraised)
Rents vary between sectors of the city
The amplitude of rents within Marseille varies greatly, ranging from €110 to
€240 for secondhand assets and €145 to €300 for new or renovated buildings.

RENTAL VALUES
Like other leading European business districts,
Euroméditerranée serves as a benchmark for
rents throughout the Aix-Marseille Provence
Metropolis.

NORD Littoral €160-€190 / €110-€130

In 2021, premium rents, excluding taxes and
service charges, reached €300/sqm/year (for La
Tour Mirabeau). For new non-tower buildings,
premium rents fall between €270 and €285.
Locations within the central business district
command the highest rents.

16

Euromed 2 €145-€175 / €115-€150

EAST - / €120-€130

Euromed 1 €270-€285 / €180-€240

Tertiary dynamics in the central business district

€300 (towers)

Average rental values
for office transactions
(calculated for a 12-month rolling period)

CENTER €160-€190 / €140-€160

New/
restructured

Secondhand

EUROMED

240

202

MARSEILLE CENTER

175

150

MARSEILLE EAST

•

124

MARSEILLE NORTH

168

120

MARSEILLE SOUTH

•

168
Source: JLL / Immostat

SOUTH €210-€230 / €160-€180

2020 Reference Transactions
Examples of rental transactions within Euroméditerranée
quarter

Name of
building

Area

Buyer

address

T1

Totem

900

LAW FIRM

40 Bd
de Dunkerque

T1

Les Docks

1,660

LA CAISSE DES DEPOTS

10 Place
de la Joliette

T1

Les Docks

2,630

AIX-MARSEILLE-PROVENCE
METROPOLIS

10 Place
de la Joliette

T1

Les Docks

7,700

PERNOD RICARD

10 Place
de la Joliette

T1

Les Docks

880

SQUARE HABITAT

10 Place
de la Joliette

T1

Eko Active

2,270

SOLENDI EXPANSION

10 Bd
de Paris

T3

Totem

610

VILOGIA

40 Bd
de Dunkerque

T3

Les Docks

600

INGENERIA PROJET

10 Place
de la Joliette

T3

4S

540

ASSOCIATION COCKTAIL

4 Place
Sadi Carnot

T4

Le Silo

760

L’AGENCE TELECOM

35 Quai
du Lazaret

17

Source: JLL
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immediately available
Offering (sqm)

Immediately available offering
New offerings
under pressure

The pace of deliveries simply marked time in 2020, with
2 projects delivered (Eko Active and Le Corail) for a total
of 21,000 sqm. These deliveries did not substantially
increase new availability with a pre-sale rate of more
than 90%.

Vacancy

The vacancy rate observed within Euroméditerranée
(5.1%) reflects a very balanced market, allowing for a free
flow of company movement without excess supply.

18

158,300
138,000

Only 37,000 sqm are immediately available within
Euroméditerranée, a sign that its tertiary offerings
are very attractive.
The central business district is developing within a
tight metropolitan market, with only 210,000 sqm
currently available in Aix-Marseille-Provence.

125,000

48,900

37,486
32,000

2018
AIX MARSEILLE

Relatively low
vacancy rates

r at e

210,000

197,900

While there was a slight uptick in immediately available
offerings and new offerings, opportunities for new
construction remain very limited.

Tertiary dynamics in the central business district

5.1 %

223,800

2019
MARSEILLE

2020
EUROMED

Source: JLL

change in supply

2018

2019

2020

Euroméditerrannée

48,900

32,000

37486

% new construction

2%

27%

18%

change in supply
MARSEILLE
% new construction

2018

2019

2020

158,300

138,000

125,000

10%

23%

22%
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199,891

FUTURE
DELIVERIES (sqm)
125,549

FUTURE SUPPLY
Euroméditerranée:
project
catalyst

86,117
69,558

71,396

34,270

13,158

With 9 of the 20 largest tertiary projects in the metropolis
and as the only sector offering tower buildings,
Euroméditerranée has confirmed its status as a central
business district that attracts the ambitions of developers.
The metropolitan region is very dynamic, however, with a
large proportion of deliveries (52%) slated to be outside of
Marseille in 2021 and 2022.

2021
AMP

As such, the market for new products should remain tight
over the coming year, after which another 100,000 sqm of
new offers will come onto the market between 2022 and
2024.

2022
MARSEILLE

2023 / 2024

EUROMED

Source: JLL

LES FABRIQUES starting in 2022

20

Smartseille 2022

Tertiary dynamics in the central business district

38,865

Pixelia HD 2021

LOCATIONS
OF FUTURE DELIVERIES

Le Phocéa 2022

TOUR Mirabeau 2023
42,000 sqm

Under construction

20,000 sqm

Project

10,000 sqm

Building permit filed

M Factory 2023

La Passerelle J1 2023

Adriana 2022

Reference future deliveries
Future tertiary projects in Euroméditerranée
NAME

address

Office
space

stage

delivery
year

Pixelia - Offices
Parc Habité

Boulevard Mirabeau

8,558

Under
construction

2021

L’Adamas

10-16 Rue Hoche

4,600

Under
construction

2022

Les Fabriques
ZAC Littorale
(Multiple buildings)

59 Rue de Lyon

42,000

Under
construction

starting
2022
2022

21

SmartSea
ZAC Littorale

29 Rue André Allar

10,263

Under
construction

Le Phocéa

Bd Ferdinand de Lesseps

8,700

Building
permit
accepted

2022

Adriana - Offices & retail units
ZAC Saint-Charles

Place Jules Guesde

8,395

Under
construction

2022

Tour Mirabeau Marseille Offices
& retail units

1 Quai d’Arenc

20,975

Under
construction

2023

La Passerelle - J1

La Halle J1, Port de Marseille

10,800

Project

2023

M Factory
ZAC JOLIETTE

36 - 50 Rue de Forbin

6,295

Building
permit
accepted

2023
Source: JLL
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Investment Volume
An investment
market
unaffected by
the crisis

Volumes
invested (€M)

While the rental market in the metropolis certainly proved
resilient in 2020, the investment market posted its best
performance in 3 years. More than €300 million was
invested. Two-thirds of this volume was concentrated in
Euroméditerranée, with nearly €200 million in investments.
Given the restrictions on international circulation during 2020,
most of this demand came from French players. Still, the
second largest transaction recorded within Euroméditerranée
was by German investment fund REAL I.S. (€70 million), just
behind the acquisition of the Totem building at 40 Boulevard
de Dunkerque by PERIAL for a sum of €71 million.

300
246
199

108

125
96

90
40

2018

Tertiary dynamics in the central business district

22

In a market environment that is uncertain, to say the least,
Euroméditerranée should pull through fairly well for the
metropolis: in times of crisis, investors tend to fall back on the
most secure assets, i.e. those that best meet the expectations
of users in terms of both intrinsic quality and location.

198

AIX MARSEILLE

2019
MARSEILLE

2020
EUROMÉDITERRANÉE

Source: JLL

4.3 %

premium
rate of return

Compression of the premium rate of return within
Euroméditerranée, which fell from 4.55% in 2019 to 4.3%
in 2020

Reference investments
Tertiary investment transactions in 2020
building

address

Area

price

TOTEM

40 Boulevard de Dunkerque

14,500 sqm

€71,000,000

GRAND LARGE

7 Boulevard de Dunkerque

13,700 sqm

€70,000,000
23

ADRIANA

PLACE JULES GUESDE

9,300 sqm

€30,000,000

SMARTSEILLE

7 RUE ANDRE ALLAR

6,500 sqm

€20,000,000

LA TRANSAT

17 AVENUE ROBERT SCHUMAN

2,800 m²

€7,000,000

Source: JLL
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Aix-Marseille/Provence,
one of the most resilient
markets in Europe

Benchmark

In the context of this unprecedented health crisis, the AixMarseille Provence Metropolis proved remarkably resilient,
with take-up volumes declining only 7% as compared with
2019. During the same period, France’s two other large
regional markets saw their demand fall by half.

Impact of the health crisis
change in take-up from 2018 to 2020
(change over 1 year)
AMP

Vacancy rate
4th quarter 2020

LILLE

-7%
-48%

2019
24

2020

2018

HAMBURG

LYON

LISBON
-29%

AMP
LYON

-52%

LILLE
MANCHESTER

Tertiary dynamics in the central business district

The COVID-19 crisis shook all of Europe’s tertiary markets:
lockdowns paired with the massive explosion in working
from home slowed and in some cases even halted real
estate projects by companies, which chose to wait until
they could more safely predict the future of their business.

HAMBURG
-31%

MANCHESTER
-44%

BARCELONA

ROTTERDAM

LISBON
ROTTERDAM

3%
3.8%

5%

6.2%
6.5%
6.7%
6.8%
7.9%

-55%

BARCELONA

-64%
Source: JLL

In terms of vacancies, the metropolis has one of the lowest
rates of any large European regional metropolis. This low
vacancy rate, which serves as an indicator of security
to investors, is a good sign for the development of new
tertiary projects that will help loosen up the market.

Source: JLL

MANCHESTER €450 / 4.75%

A very attractive
rent/return
ratio

HAMBURG €372 / 2.8%

ROTTERDAM €230 / 4%

5%

MANCHESTER

4.5%

AMP

ROTTERDAM

LILLE €260 / 4.1%
LILLE

4%

LISBON
BARCELONA

3.5%

LYON
3%

HAMBURG
2.5%
200

250

300

350

400

450

500

LYON €320 / 3.35%

With investments in regional metropolises within France
and Europe generally showing increased attractiveness,
Aix-Marseille-Provence saw a compression of its premium
rate of return by 0.2 basis points.
AMP €300 / 4.3%

In line with other metropolises like Lisbon and Lille, AMP
offers a very appealing rent/return ratio.

LISBON €300 / 4%

BARCELONA €324 / 3.6%
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Summary of the Marseille
residential market
Status of the Marseille
market: rents and prices
Against a backdrop of households aspiring to more spacious homes with
easier access to natural spaces, Marseille has plenty going for it to attract
those seeking greenery and fresh air. Indicating its residential appeal,
the city saw a 7.3% increase in prices over one year and continues to
catch up with Lyon (€5,705/sqm) and Nice (€4,491/sqm). Despite steady
demand, Marseille remains an affordable city on whole, with an average
price per sqm of €3,277.

Marseille continues to
catch up with
main
regional metropolises

Rents there are slightly lower than the average for Marseille
(€15/sqm/month), apart from in the 2nd arrondissement,
where values are widely variable.
These averages hide the fact that Euroméditerranée is
home to the highest prices within these arrondissements,
with a large proportion of new housing units commanding
prices and rents as much as 2 or 3 times the average.

In the arrondissements that fall within Euroméditerranée, prices vary
widely, ranging on average from €1,505/sqm in the 15TH arrondissement
to €3,170/sqm in the 2nd arrondissement, where values have increased
substantially over the past year (+9.2%).

Average
prices
€/sqm

Average rents
€/sqm/MONTH

Rent range
€/SQM/Month
(low-high)

2nd arrondissement

3,170

15

[ 12 to 18 ]

3rd arrondissement

1,785

13

[ 12 to 16 ]

14th arrondissement

1,617

13

[ 11 to 15 ]

15th arrondissement

1,505

12

[ 11 to 13 ]

Euroméditerranée
SECTOR

Source: LPI-SeLoger January 2021 / data processing JLL

RENT

sale

€11.50/sqm/month

€1,505/sqm

€14.10/sqm/month

€4,516/sqm
Source: LPI-SeLoger January 2021 / data processing JLL

The 2020 figures shared by the Fédération des Promoteurs Immobiliers (FPI) are relatively
discouraging on the whole, suggesting that the COVID-19 crisis struck a hard blow to a
segment that was already showing signs of slowing. Building permits (-14.7%), offers for
sale (-27.9%), and reservations (-23.3%) all declined substantially in 2020. The market is
facing a long-term supply crisis at a time when demand remains relatively dynamic with the
combined impact of high savings rates, good access to real estate loans, and government
subsidies.

New housing,
a sluggish
national market

The sharp increase in block sales during the 4th quarter appears to have helped cushion
poor performance in 2020; the proportion of this category in all sales grew from 21% in
2019 to nearly 30% in 2020.

Production of
housing units remains
steady in
Euroméditerranée

Within this relatively unfavorable context for supply, it is especially important
that Euroméditerranée be able to boost the release of residential projects. Like
many French metropolises, Marseille suffers from a shortage of new housing.
Euroméditerranée is very much doing its part to reduce this shortage: the offer
of new housing units being developed there targets a wide variety of households
(families, seniors, students, etc.) and globally encompasses between 20% and
25% subsidized rental units.
While the prices for the most recent projects now in commercialization fall within
a low average range of €3,000 to €5,000 per sqm, the most expensive units, with
the best sea views, can approach €10,000/sqm.

Project name

Min. price /SQm (starting from)

Delivery date

LA TRANSAT

€4,900

Q4 2021

Horizon Méditerranée

€3,300

Q2 2022

Vilumia

€3,000

Q4 2022

Les Fabriques

€3,000

starting from Q4 2022

Carrée 2ème

€5,000

-

Source: SeLoger Neuf / data processing JLL
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Residential
investment market
An investment
market
continuing its
meteoric rise

28

Investment Volume
in residential real estate
blocks in France
In billions of €
6

In 2020, the total value of residential investments in France
was €5.5 billion, which represents an increase of 41%
over 2019. Traditional and intermediate residential assets
totaled €4.7 billion, a jump of 92% in the space of a year.
Managed residential assets totaled €814 million, down
43% from 2019. Nearly 60% of investments in traditional
housing took the form of sales before completion (VEFA),
driven in part by the 2020 recovery plan launched by CDC
Habitat. The popularity of these assets among institutional
investors was reaffirmed, with the residential market
serving as a safe haven from the turbulent markets for
tertiary and retail units.

0.8

4
3
4.7
2
1
0
2017

Summary of the Marseille residential market

One noteworthy acquisition within Euroméditerranée was a
VEFA transaction by In Li, a subsidiary of Action Logement,
for 60 housing units in Les Fabriques for nearly €11 million.

5

2018

2019

TRADITIONAL RESIDENTIAL

2020
MANAGED ASSETS Sources: JLL / Immostat

4 % to 4.5 %

premium
rate of

return for

residential

Marseille boasts a profitable premium rate of return ranging
between 4% and 4.5%, while the figure is again shrinking in
Paris and is currently at 2%.

Senior residences
€547 M (+5% in a year)
Student accommodations
€232 M (-73% in a year)
Co-living
€35 M (-6% in a year)

29
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Commercial positioning
within Marseille
An exceptional
catchment area
Euroméditerranée is part of the 2nd largest catchment area in France. The
metropolis is home to nearly 2 million people and welcomes more than
5 million tourists annually, all of them potential customers for businesses
within Euroméditerranée.

An exceptional
catchment
area
30

Spending
by broad category
(€ per capita/yr)

Excluding spending on food and health care,
residents
of
the
Aix-Marseille-Provence
metropolis have a spending profile in line with
typical French habits.

EUROMÉDITERRANÉE
Catchment area >
1.9 million residents
(metropolis)
Retail space >

270,000 sqm
380 retail units

METROPOLIS
AMP

FRANCE

46% of the units specialize

€1,249

in personal equipment

Leisure & Culture
€1,249
Personal equipment
€1,151

€1,150

29% of units

€959

in restaurants and leisure

Household equipment
€959

Focus on Euroméditerranée
A true shopping
experience combining history
and modernity

For several years, the flow of consumers has been
redirecting toward Euroméditerranée. The neighborhood
has gradually established itself as the city’s new trendy
shopping hub. Retail offerings have developed that take
advantage of the neighborhood’s unique assets and
diverse architecture.

€1,000
€1,500

a Ré

€1,200
€1,500

e

liqu

pub
€1,400

.
Rue St

Rome

n

rigna

Rue G

Rue de

ol

€800
€1,000

€400

Ferré

radis

Rue Pa

La Rue de la République: this completely redone
thoroughfare offers restaurants as well as home goods and
neighborhood shops.
Rent: €300 to €400/sqm/year
(excluding taxes and service charges)

€600
€800

Centre Bourse 34,000 sqm GLA

de l

Les Voûtes de la Major: tourist shopping mall and
restaurants close to MuCEM;
Rent: €300 to €400/sqm/year
(excluding taxes and service charges)

Rue

Les Docks Village: mixed-use retail/office building with a
service offering mainly targeted for catering assets;
Rent: €400 to €500/sqm/year
(excluding taxes and service charges)

Les Voutes de la Major Village 7,000 sqm GLA

€300
€400

Estimated rental
values in €/sqm/year

€400
€500

Les Docks Village 12,000 sqm GLA

€300
€400

Les Terrasses du Port: leading shopping center for the
Mediterranean hub with 13 million visitors each year featuring
broad, premium offerings (Apple, Citalium, Vorwek, etc.).
Rent: €1,000 to €1,500/sqm/year (excluding taxes and
service charges)

Les Terrasses du Port 63,000 sqm GLA

€1,200
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Business positioning within Marseille
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Retail unit investment market
The retail unit investment market,
a hard-hit sector
The context created by the COVID-19 pandemic has crippled French
businesses. While all sectors have been affected, restaurants and
tourism continue to suffer from new restrictive measures imposed by the
government (closures, curfews, etc.). According to an initial assessment
by ATOUT FRANCE, income from tourism dropped by 41% between
2019 and 2020, to €89 billion.
Rates of return for premium retail parks and ground floor locations,
which saw a slight uptick in the middle of the year to 5.25% and 3.00%
respectively, remain stable at this point. On the other hand, premium
shopping centers saw their rates rise at the end of 2020 to reach 4.25%.

Rate of return (in %)
4th quarter 2020
Classification

Ground floor retail units (%)

premium

3.00 - 3.25

core

3.50 - 4.25

core+

4.25 - 4.75

opportunistic

4.75 and beyond

classification

shopping centers (%)

premium

4.25 - 4.50

core

4.50 - 5.00

core+

5.00 - 6.25

opportunistic

6.25 and beyond

classification

retail parks (%)

premium

5.25 - 5.75

core

5.75 - 7.50

core+

7.50 and beyond

Sources: JLL

Reference Transactions
Investment
year

property

area

total price

return

buyer

2020

MONOPRIX AVENUE DU PRADO

8,380 sqm

€63,600,000

5%

AMUNDI IMMOBILIER

2020

CENTRE COMMERCIAL VALENTINE

764 sqm

€9,000,000

5%

SERRIS REIM

2019

43-45 RUE SAINT FERREOL

2500 sqm

€5,000,000

N/A

COMPAGNIE VAUBAN

2019

40 LA CANEBIERE

370 sqm

€4,000,000

4.20%

GROUPAMA GAN REIM

2018

Les Voutes de la Major

3,800 sqm

€17,000,000

N/A

PRIMONIAL

2018

40 LA CANEBIERE

850 sqm

€4,500,000

4.50%

SWISS LIFE ASSET
MANAGERS FRANCE

2018

29 RUE SAINT FERREOL

438 sqm

€3,385,000

7%

Voisin

2018

28 RUE SAINT FERREOL

438 sqm

€3,100,000

N/A

EPARGNE PIERRE
/ FONCIERE REMUSAT

2018

58 RUE SAINT FERREOL

367 sqm

€2,825,000

4.65%

BETONS OCCITANS

2018

32 RUE DE LA RéPUBLIQUE

145 sqm

€580,000

N/A

N/A

2017

Les Docks

62,570 sqm

€231,000,000

5.50%

AMUNDI IMMOBILIER

(11,600 sqm retail)

Sources: JLL

A robust
investment
market

Despite the difficulties related to the health crisis and successive lockdowns, 4th quarter
results confirmed the attractiveness of the investment market for retail units. Assuming
that vaccination campaigns are successful, 2021 should follow the same trend, with
performance relatively similar to 2020.
Over the coming months, we should continue to see a rearrangement of rates of
return based on risk profiles, with more limited rate corrections on the profiles of those
investments most popular among investors. In this scenario, the prices for “core”
products should remain steady, supported by their likely scarcity. Still, investors will
pay particularly close attention to rent levels.
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The Hotel Market
A coveted market with
solid fundamentals
A promising
tourism
market

34

More than 5 million tourists visit Marseille each year, which
represents €1 billion in economic value to the city (7% of the
local economy) and 15,000 direct jobs. Marseille is also the 5th
ranked city in France for hosting conferences and seminars,
on the basis of 2019 results.
Business tourism, driven largely by conferences, has become
a pillar of the region’s economic activity. More than 800
business tourism operations occur each year, including the
congress of the International Union for the Conservation of
Nature (IUCN), which was postponed to 2021 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic and will bring 1,400 IUCN member
organizations to Marseille, including national governments,
civil society, indigenous peoples, and the top international
experts in conservation science, policy, and practice.

Marseille: an
essential Mediterranean
port of call

Marseille has also arrived in the Top 5
Mediterranean cruise ports, attracting 1.85
million cruise passengers in 2019. With the
spread of the COVID-19 pandemic bringing the
sector to a screeching halt, 2020 will go down
as something of a lost year, but it stands ready
to support the recovery of sea-going tourism.

Key figures
for hotels in
Bouches-du-Rhône
2019

3.8
6.7

MILLIONS arrivals

MILLIONS
overnight stays

4.3
63%
Nearly

Capacity of 39,900
people in 499 hotels

million rooms
occupied

occupancy
rate

vs 2018
French arrivals
in independent hotels
vs 2018
French overnight stays
in independent hotels
of foreign overnight
stays are European
Main clientele: Germany,
United States, Italy, and UK

vs 2018

points vs 2018

17

1

2

Leading
hotel offers

1

Appart’City Euromed

14

Best Western MuCEM

2

B&B Euromed

15

B&B Joliette

3

Holiday Inn St Charles

16

Golden Tulip

4

Stay City Apparthotels

17

B&B Smartseille

5

Resid Homes St Charles

18

Ibis Joliette

6

Newhotels St Charles

19

Adagio Marseille République

7

Ibis St Charles

20 Toyoko Inn 1 & 2

8

Hiflat Résidence

21

9

Easy Moment Home

10

NH Hotel

11

Intercontinental

12

Novotel Euromed

13

Best Western Joliette

Meininger (Opening 2022)
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16

12
18
21

15

8
13
14

20
3

10

7

5
19

4
9

11

6
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A region
ready to meet
the challenges of
the next decade
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A

sustainable
and resilient
region

A 21st century city must be sustainable in its components, its management,
its construction and its renewal. Tomorrow’s neighborhoods must be
designed to integrate our experience with and knowledge of local and
extreme weather conditions, coming to terms with these events and limiting
their climate impact as much as possible. The city must be a driver of
environmental innovation. This is the only want to create a sustainable and
resilient city.
Euroméditerrannée has always been designed to be sustainable and resilient.
With Euromed 2 entering its operational phase, the city of Marseille has an
opportunity to clearly position itself on the cutting edge of urban ecology.
• Smartseille, demonstrating the city of tomorrow
• Les Fabriques, the eco-district for makers
• Maritime geothermal, harnessing the ocean to heat and cool
• Rebuilding a nature-based city
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Smartseille, demonstrating
the city of tomorrow
Smartseille

Smartseille, a real estate development covering
nearly 60,000 sqm, was the first piece of
a
larger
700,000
sqm
eco-district,
a
real
“fab lab” for the sustainable Mediterranean city. This
innovative project was co-designed in partnership with
Eiffage and its laboratory Phosphore and a consortium
of private industrial partners (EDF, Orange, etc.) and
start-ups. Smartseille has an overall ambition in terms of
architectural quality and use, environmental performance,
bio-climatic comfort, and services including innovative
e-services. The project combines housing, offices, retail
units, hotels, senior residences, schools and daycares.

Smartseille by
the numbers

27,500 sqm of office space occupied by Eiffage, Ingerop, and the City of
Marseille, among others...
• 385 housing units, of which 100 social housing units
• 3,000 sqm of retail units
• One B&B hotel with 90 rooms
• One private daycare with 35 spaces
• One senior residence with 100 beds
• 650 shared parking spaces with the Zenpark solution
• 1 ha of landscaped areas
• 8 Totem Mobi electric cars in car-sharing mode

Moving toward
Smartseille II

Smartseille II is a block in a strategic location connecting Les Fabriques
(14 ha), Smartseille I (2.4 ha) and Vintimille, a neighborhood that will be
revitalized thanks to the light rail extension. Eiffage and Engie have obtained a
permit to develop a 55,000 sqm urban area. Public consultation has just been
completed for the future neighborhood, which will include the development
of a 5-story mud brick building (in partnership with Eiffage and Saint Gobain).

A sustainable and resilient region
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Les Fabriques,
the eco-district for makers
A collaborative
public-private project, an
inventive and generous community

The urban project, Les Fabriques, is co-constructed by the Euroméditerranée establishment
and Linkcity and UrbanEra®. They are all combining their know-how to build this new section
of the city at the northern entrance to Marseille. The site covers 14 ha in the ZAC Littorale, north
of the Smartseille demonstrator development and around the Flea Market, thus reinforcing the
fabric of the sustainable Mediterranean city of tomorrow designed by Euroméditerranée. In a
district once full of artisanal workshops, the artisans of change have come together for the
future of Marseille.

A project where frugality
goes hand-in-hand with progress

The values of recycling, frugality and proximity are central to the project. Smart grids and pooled
resources provide unique and shared solutions for production, consumption and living together.

A project sponsored by

designed and executed by

Les Fabriques
by the numbers
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The broader principles of a circular economy inherent to the innovative, sustainable
Euroméditerranée approach will be developed within this neighborhood.
• For example, during the development phases, excavated soil will be reused directly on site to
shape the future neighborhood.
• Waste will be recycled in everyday life: organic waste will be recovered through composting
and used in community gardens, and areas will be designed where cardboard and plastic
packaging can be removed from purchases and reused via a dedicated reconditioning center.
• Greywater will be reused to water community gardens and “urban agriculture” greenhouses
on rooftops.
• Soft mobility solutions and a mobility center will support the subway and light rail extensions.

• A pedestrian mall, a street of trades and
a garden street
• Athletic and leisure facilities
• 2,480 new housing units
• 2,900 tertiary workstations
• 20,000 sqm of retail and light industrial units

• Two siloed parking garages offering 420 and
1,200 spaces
• One inter-district media library
• A private daycare and a public school
• Student and senior accommodation and hotels

A R egi o n R eady to Fac e Th i s Decade’s Ch allen ges
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Harnessing the ocean to heat
and cool Euroméditerranée
What is
maritime
geothermal?

A seawater heating loop is a technology that involves
gathering the calories used to supply building heating and
cooling systems from the ocean; it represents a sustainable
response to the energy-intensive nature of buildings. This
innovative process can cover 70% of energy needs from
renewable sources, improving the thermal results of real
estate projects by facilitating wider adoption of positive
energy buildings (PEB), among other things.

Nearly 1 million
sqm connected
ultimately

Euroméditerranée has been a pioneering district in the use
of seawater for heating and cooling, and two seawater loops
are currently in service within the Euroméditerranée EcoCity.
Ultimately, they will supply nearly 1 million square meters.

A sustainable and resilient region
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In the La Joliette and Arenc sectors, the Thassalia seawater
network run by Engie has been supplying its first offices and
retail units since 2016. Ultimately, it will supply more than
500,000 sqm of space with 16 MW of cold and 18.6 MW of
heat production.
Further north, within Euroméditerranée 2, the first buildings
of Smartseille have been heated and cooled since 2017 by
Massileo, another seawater loop implemented by Optimal
Solutions (a subsidiary of Dalkia, EDF Group).

Rebuilding a nature-based city
Aygalades PARK,
a green space to fight
global warming
and the risk of
torrential floods

the Porte d’Aix
park

The aim of these 14 hectares is to simultaneously solve the problem of water management, control the heat island
phenomenon and soil pollution, and provide nature in the city. This metropolitan facility will also make up for the lack
of green spaces and recreational spaces in the north of the city by offering numerous uses that support the social and
generational mix of the district. Two streams will be restored within the park, Les Aygalades and Le Lyon within the Grand
Aygalades Park (14 ha of nature in the city).
The Bougainville Park, the first section of the greenway imagined by François Leclercq, is now entering the development
phase (2020-2023). The group led by landscaping agency “D’ici là Paysages & Territoires” will focus on renaturing this
4-hectare space, which has long been a wasteland. This operational implementation is the result of a long-term effort
that began with implementing a land management strategy and cleaning up the site. The overall cost of the project is
€38 million.

The removal of the last section of the A7 motorway made possible to build a closed and guarded urban park of more
than one hectare, designed by landscape architect Alfred Peter and integrated into approximately 3 hectares of entirely
renovated public space. An area like this in such a dense urban space is exceptional. The park has nearly 400 newly
planted trees, essentially Mediterranean species for an “urban calanque” feel.
It is part of the development of the student district, accompanying the IMVT (Institut Méditerranéen de la Ville et des
Territoires), EMD School of Management, École Axe Sud graphic arts and design school, the University library, student
accommodations, the Ilot sur le Parc real estate complex, etc.
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An

inclusive
and community-oriented
project

We are gradually discovering the consequences that the COVID-19 crisis has had on our
ability to live together. If we all aspire to regain more social interactions, what will those look
like in the future? The societies we live in are increasingly divided, politically, economically,
and socially. The city has a critical role to play in fostering human cohesion. It must promote
our effective coexistence, culture, community, and inclusion of the most vulnerable people.
This is why Euroméditerranée 2 is establishing itself as an inclusive neighborhood with uses
that support the common good and meet the basic needs of its residents. The aim is clear:
putting residents at the center of the entire approach.
This second phase must encourage the emergence of new life experiences to respond to
social, economic, environmental and cultural challenges, such as:
La Passerelle J1 / MOVE / HAPPEN and other initiatives and projects driving a new urban
and social dynamic in Marseille.
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Euroméditerranée, a hub for
culture and leisure
Marseille has undergone a transformation since it was named European Capital of Culture in 2013. 80% of the
new cultural facilities are within the Euroméditerranée sector. La Joliette, for example, boasts the MuCEM,
the Musée Regards de Provence, the FRAC, and the Silo, making the business district a clear hub for culture
and leisure.
Marseille also regularly hosts international sports events (Open 13, Euro 2016, 2017 European Capital of Sport,
2023 Rugby World Cup, 2024 Olympic sailing events) that offer broad global exposure and a convergence of tourist
flows.

An inclusive and community-oriented region

La Passerelle

As part of the Port of Marseille Fos' determination to give new impetus to the J1 port
terminal, an international call for projects was launched in June 2017.The consortium
made up of ADIM Provence, VINCI Construction France and the Caisse des Dépôts
Group's Banque des Territoires with architects Reichen & Robert & Associés (Paris)
was named the winner with its project entitled (J1) La Passerelle.
Located between the MuCEM and Les Terrasses du Port, the prestigious building with
nearly 29,000 sqm of floor space comes with a large, 8,000-sqm public square and a
garden. The building’s aim is to foster connections between city and port and create
a space open to all by 2024. It will feature multifaceted programming that balances
leisure offerings with a laboratory of tourism and event hosting innovations: a hub for
tertiary activities (coworking office spaces, incubator, etc.), outdoor event venues and
a large room dedicated to digital activities (Game Life Agora), spaces for wellness
and aquatic leisure activities, culinary offerings, and on the top floor, an internationally
renowned hotel.

MOVE: urban planning that puts people
at the center of renewal plans
The “MOVE” approach
to transitional
urban planning

TARGETS

1

Improve
the living environment

With the Massalia Open Village Experience, or MOVE, Euroméditerranée’s
urban development agency (EPA) invites companies and non-profits to
implement community, economic, collaborative, cultural, or civic projects
within wastelands made available to them for a period of two to five years.
For administrative and technical reasons, projects in Euroméditerranée sometimes
result in unoccupied land, warehouses, and offices pending renovation or demolition to
make space for new construction. Euroméditerranée has decided to put them to use,
to take advantage of the transition periods to bring these places to life, support regional
community and collaborative initiatives, improve the living environment and build
connections by offering opportunities in education, work, and leisure. The EPA releases
sites to create an additional, intermediate stage between the existing situation and the
future. MOVE has begun to reclaim 170 hectares of land located in the inner harbor
of Marseille.
After the success of the first MOVE Call for Expressions of Interest, which provided
transitional spaces to multiple occupants from Bougainville to Les Fabriques in the
north of the city, a second call has been launched. It confirms the role of transitional
spaces within Euroméditerranée, expanding the scope of transitional urban planning
toward the east of the area, toward Le Canet industrial sector and the large industrial
wasteland of the same name.

2
Support
initiatives
47

3

Overlap project
phases

Build
connections

Credits: Leclercq et Associés
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An inclusive and community-oriented region
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Energy renovation of residential
buildings: Project “HAPPEN”
HAPPEN: reducing
energy consumption
by at least 60%

Funded by the European Union as part of its H2020 Program, HAPPEN aims to support energy renovation for
residential buildings to adapt them to the Mediterranean region.
The goal of HAPPEN is to offer renovation solutions that cut energy use by at least 60% and to facilitate and promote
renovation work by creating a climate of trust. By factoring in the social, financial, environmental, legal and technical
features of the Mediterranean region, the project seeks to offer solutions that can be easily adapted to any Mediterranean
territory.
The solutions developed by HAPPEN will be trialled in the village center Les Crottes, on the former Kais and Romieu
factories, as well as on several residential buildings. Euroméditerranée and the association Foncière Logement will roll
out a pilot project for the energy-efficient renovation of dilapidated residential buildings in this neighborhood, which is
undergoing a rapid urban transformation. The project will be the first step in implementing the H2020 Happen program,
for which Euroméditerranée is the French showcase alongside eight other pilot sites in multiple southern European
countries: Italy, Greece (two sites), Spain (two sites), Cyprus, Slovenia, Croatia, and Marseille (for France).
A Living Lab has been created for the project. It takes the form of a series of participatory workshops involving local
residents and communities, property owners, businesses and civil society organizations. At the sessions, attendees
will learn more about energy-efficient renovation, meet and get to know one another, and begin working on hands-on
initiatives using solutions developed by the HAPPEN consortium.
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A

project that reflects
the new relationship
with work
Our relationship to work has evolved, as the COVID-19 crisis has made plain. The boundaries
between personal life and work are increasingly fuzzy, and our work-related aspirations are
changing. Companies have realized this, and we are entering a new era in which health and
well-being will receive a greater emphasis.
Euroméditerrannée is an open-air tertiary laboratory, with the advantage of being a
very recent business district whose real estate assets reflect the aspirations of younger
generations. Moreover, its offerings are developed in a setting that easily blends the
concepts of LIVE, WORK, and PLAY.
• Euroméditerranée: the keys to the new work experience
• Demonstrated factors in tertiary sector appeal
• Coworking and co-living: new and flexible offers
• Alternative solutions to support mutual assistance and businesses
within local cocommunities
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Euroméditerranée, the keys
to the new work experience
Offices
are essential

A region that reflects the new relationship with work
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Euroméditerranée
a central business
district that will
pull through

One of the lessons we have learned from this health crisis and the resulting
massive transition to working from home is that offices remain essential.
According to a JLL survey conducted in October 2020 on 2,000 employees,
94% of French workers want to continue going to the office, and 78%
of them consider work the ultimate social setting. While offices remain
essential to cohesion and overall performance for teams, the vision that
employees have of them is evolving. Today’s employees aspire to spaces
connected to nature (outdoor areas, gardens), spaces for concentration
(bubbles, telephone booths), community areas (coffee corners, lounges),
and areas for learning and development (libraries, training rooms).

Post-COVID, the real estate footprint of companies will be streamlined
around hyper-central cores, which will serve as a space for partners,
clients, and employees to meet. Office design will be guided by the
concept of experience, offering users greater flexibility, services, and
choices within reward locations. In the future, buildings will need
to be more integrated into the urban fabric than they were in the
past. Extreme functional proximity, porous boundaries between the
public and private spheres, and connectivity will all contribute to an
ecosystem that attracts both companies and tomorrow’s top talents.
Finally, buildings will need to be high performance (smart buildings),
resilient, and responsible. Euroméditerrannée is a perfect fit for this
characteristic of hyper-centrality. It has the advantage of being a
modern, accessible business district where people enjoy working. The
buildings being developed within the district are on the cutting edge
of modernity and more able to address the desired environmental,
societal, and health concerns than buildings located elsewhere.

Demonstrated factors
in tertiary sector appeal
A critical threshold
to attract
companies
and investors

With 5,300 businesses and 43,500 jobs present directly
within its scope, Euroméditerranée has now crossed
a critical threshold to become a go-to tertiary center
able to attract flows of human and financial capital. In
addition, dedicated teams are standing by to support
the establishment and development of companies in
7 main business segments: real estate/construction,
green growth, banking and insurance, health, logistics/
international trade, the digital industry, and tourism.

the advantages
behind
Euroméditerranée’s
appeal

INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE
& LOGISTICS
CMA CGM • Cosco Shiping • Haribo •
Maersk • Pernod Ricard • Sea Tankers •
Sogaris...

A rich ecosystem
of businesses

The tertiary appeal of large regional metropolises has remained strong in
recent years. Between efficient high-speed rail connections and ambitious
urban renewal programs, metropolises like Lyon, Bordeaux, and Aix-Marseille/
Provence have been successful at attracting workers and companies.
According to an EY/ADI study in 2019, the top two criteria for attracting strategic
decision-makers are the availability of talent and accessibility. Aix-MarseilleProvence, including Euroméditerrannée, boasts remarkable interconnections
that give it a regional influence and reputation alongside quick access to Paris
and the rest of Europe. At the same time, there is a high representation of
managerial staff (43%) and college graduates (68% with at least a 2-year degree)
within Euroméditerranée, and a talent pool fed by major schools and universities.
Real estate availability and asset quality are the next key factors in the location
of strategic tertiary functions. The pressure on new tertiary offerings within
Euroméditerranée is a testament to this strong preference for high-quality
buildings. With Euromed 2 offering great potential for tertiary and residential
development, the district appears still to have some cards up its sleeve to further
enhance its appeal.

REAL ESTATE / CONSTRUCTION
Altarea Cogedim • Bouygues Immobilier
• BNP Real Estate • CBRE • Colliers
international • Cushman & Wakefield • EY
• JLL • Kauffman & Broad • Nexity...
TOURISM
Air France • Expedia • HomeAway
• Corsica Lines...
DIGITAL INDUSTRY
Apple • Digitik • IBM • Infosys • Interxion •
Orange...
ENERGY & ENVIRONMENT
EDF • Engie • Systra • Veolia...
BANKS & INSURANCE
Caisse d’Épargne • Crédit Agricole •
Crédit Mutuel • Générali • Macif • MAIF •
Natixis...
HEALTH
Hôpital Européen • Assurance Maladie •
Agence Régionale de Santé...
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A full palette
of new spaces
for co-working

t2

These spaces offer an ecosystem favorable to the
development of an entrepreneurial dynamic, meeting
the need for flexibility by newly created companies
as well as the expectations of managers passing
through the business district.

M2

t3

These spaces are increasingly hybrid, with the
development of co-living solutions offering a 360°
experience of the central business district.

7

6
1

4

st. Charles tgv train station

3

10
5
8

Like Europe’s major CBDs, the Euroméditérannée
district has developed extensive co-working
offerings over the past years. After the I LOV’IT/
NEWTON OFFICES in 2017, THE BABEL COMMUNITY
and WELLIO in 2018, BUREAUX & CO launched a coworking space at La Belle de Mai in 2019.

2

9

M1

1

Bureau & CO

2

The Babel Community (+ co-living)

3

Newton Offices

4

Regus

5

Wereso

6

Wellio

7

Sky Center in WTC Marseille Provence

8

Cité Fab

9

Hiptown

10

My Box

Alternative solutions to support mutual
assistance and businesses within local communities
ICI Marseille,
leading driver
of change
for Les Fabriques

ICI Marseille is a community of creators multiplying knowhow in the ART(isanal) fields x DESIGN x DIGITAL, for which
exchange and sharing of know-how are the keywords. In
3,500 sqm of shared workshops, everyone can use the
provided machines and tools as needed. ICI Marseille
also offers a co-working space, meeting rooms, and
containers outfitted as private spaces. This eco-system
brings together key accounts, makers, financial partners,
agencies, etc.
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Training, launching, and developing
“making entrepreneurs”
in the largest
“makerspace” in Europe

Problem:
At a time when we are witnessing a return to manual trades,
there are very few places in which all local craftspeople
(artisans, designers, artists) can develop their skills.
Bringing manufacturing back into the heart of the city,
however, is a major opportunity to revive local industries
and to create employment.
Solution:
ICI Marseille is the biggest “makerspace” in Europe.
Over 3,500 sqm of shared spaces, one set of machines,
and training sessions to help “making” entrepreneurs to
emerge and grow.
Support:
• Connection to the local ecosystem and identification of
opportunities
• Mobilization of operational and financial partners
• Launch support

A

future
focused region
preparing for economic
recovery

While we won’t have a full understanding of the impact from the health
crisis for a long time, it is clear that new opportunities are emerging and will
continue to emerge in the coming months and years. Euroméditerranée will
be at the heart of the economic recovery in the south of France, supporting
the development of a rich entrepreneurial ecosystem built upon excellence
in strategic industries. The central business district will need to be able to
attract tomorrow’s talent and provide an environment that favors start-up
development while also attracting major national and international companies.
Many initiatives are already underway to this end, and large-scale projects
currently under construction are perfect examples that will support the
ambitions of Euroméditerranée and of the metropolis more generally.
• Marseille, global hub for digital data exchange
• La Coque
• Euroméditerranée Metropolitan Urban Lab (EMUL)
• MED’INNOVANT
• La Cité Scolaire Internationale
• Institut Méditerranéen de la Ville et des Territoires (IMVT)
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Excellent connectivity
and powerful digital services
Marseille,
a mooring
for the digital ecosystem
in Europe

Thanks to massive investments, Marseille is the ideal
telecommunications gateway between Europe, Africa,
the Middle East and Asia.
Euroméditerranée is home to one of the most connected
buildings in Europe, with 130 telecom operators from
around the world together in InterXion's MRS1 data center.
The connectivity and data storage infrastructure is worthy of
a European capital. Marseille ranks in the Top 5 of European
telecommunications hubs thanks to 14 underwater
fiberoptic cables connecting Europe, Africa, the Middle
East and Asia. The city offers direct access to 43 countries
and more than 4.5 billion people. By the end of 2021, the
addition of 6 new cables will boost Marseille from 10th to 5th
place globally in terms of connectivity.
The city is establishing itself as an attractive destination for
key digital players including:
• ASP Serveur
• Choreus Datacenters
• Digital Dimension
• Interxion
• Jaguar Network
• Netflix
• TDF

Marseille is becoming the city of
digital media content distribution and
cloud computing solutions; it is the
ideal place to grow Europe’s new major
telecommunications hub. Fabrice Coquio,

Digital technologies,
a key tool to meet
urban challenges

CEO France for Interxion

La Coque,
center for innovation
and experimentation
in the digital
domain

This project has already received support from digital
actors and has been developed in close collaboration with
several major players, including Medinsoft (leading network
promoting the digital industry within the PACA Region) and
Aix-Marseille 2.0 (with the Aix-Marseille French Tech label).
These entities are involved in the daily management and
running of the site.
This fully digitized setting boasts many different spaces
(TV studio and set, auditorium, creative space, etc.) and is
equipped with cutting-edge digital technologies for events
related to the IoT (B2B connected objects), BIM (Building
Information Modeling), smart cities, etc. Since it opened
in 2017, La Coque has hosted more than 700 events and
45,000 people.
Drawing on French tech, the region is more generally
favorable to digital innovation (800+ start-ups within
the Aix-Marseille tech ecosystem, 49,000 jobs in the
digital sector). Its flagship event, “Le Grand Bain,” invites
attendees to dive into the future of tech, considering its
social and environmental impact and its role in supporting
community and sustainability.
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Creating the Mediterranean and
coastal city of the future, sustainable and innovative
Solutions
for jointly building
a smart region

With the EcoCité label and supported by the Investment in the Future Programme, the Euroméditerranée
project is an area of urban experimentation to test, implement, and showcase the innovations that make up
the SmartCity:
• Developing a template for a sustainable Mediterranean city focused on quality of use,
accessible to everyone and applicable across the entire Mediterranean basin
• Promoting an innovative, “learning” city
Multiple initiatives are already in effect:

A future-focused region preparing for economic recovery
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Euroméditerranée Metropolitan Urban
Lab (EMUL), a metropolitan laboratory for
sustainable city projects.

MED’INNOVANT
&
MED’INNOVANT
AFRICA, innovation at the heart of building
a new Marseille.

The aim of the approach is to identify many
more relevant solutions for the sustainable
Mediterranean city with high potential for
maturity and the ability to be replicated to
meet identifiable needs within the OIN.

To support its ambitions, Euroméditerranée
created MED’INNOVANT, a contest for
innovative solutions that accelerates the
development of eco-innovative projects by
start-ups that can address issues related
to the new development and sustainability
objectives pursued by Mediterranean regions.

To achieve this, Euroméditerranée and its
partners--large companies, networks and
institutions--make their tools for identifying and
qualifying innovation available for application
to urban innovation within the metropolis.

MED’INNOVANT AFRICA is a competition
exclusively for African innovators. It has been
very successful since 2019, awarding prizes
to the most talented and inspiring start-ups.

The INNOVATION PERMIT - Call
for Expressions of Interest (AMI).
Along with two other EPAs in charge of
Operations of National Interest (ONI),
Euroméditerranée has launched a CEI for the
“Innovation Permit” created by the French
law on Creation, Architecture and Heritage.
This system, supported by the Ministry for
Regional Cohesion, targets innovations
aiming to advance the standards required for
building permits, for example to adapt them
better to the Mediterranean context.
This permit granted to designers and
manufacturers directly aims to promote and
test new techniques and programs within
Euroméditérranée.

A business district
with a high service level
Expanded training
offerings to meet
the needs
of companies
seeking talent
L’Institut
Méditerranéen
de la Ville
et des Territoires
(IMVT)

In 2023, IMVT will bring together Marseille’s advanced
schools of architecture (ENSAM), the Versailles-Marseille
school of landscaping (ENSP), and the institute for urban
planning and regional development at Aix-Marseille
Université (IUAR) within the ZAC Saint-Charles / Porte d’Aix.
It will be the only center for higher education and research of
its kind in France. Its members will all be physically located
together in more than 15,000 sqm in a bio-climatic building
located on Ilot Bernard Dubois and featuring spaces for
training, experimentation, and research dedicated to the
three schools alongside common and shared spaces.

La Cité Scolaire
Internationale

La Cité Scolaire Internationale in Marseille is a unique
model running from primary school until entry into
university. It includes an elementary school, a middle
school, a high school and a two-year post-baccalaureate
school (university level) within Euroméditerranée. It will
open its doors by 2024 to more than 2,100 students. A
boarding school for 150 pupils will support the inclusion of
potential students from across the entire region. Classes
will be taught in five languages (English, Spanish, German,
Mandarin, and Arabic) in addition to French. A partnership
with regional makers is also in the works to develop a
digital fab lab for use exclusively by students in La Cité.

Educational offerings are part of the effort to create a
“mixed-use city” along the Marseille coast. The aim of
this mixed-use city is to allow people who work in tertiary
spaces to find housing nearby, where they can enjoy all
the benefits of downtown living. Another priority is to give
families access to a high-quality education. These facilities
contribute substantially to the appeal and competitiveness
of the business district. As such, the multilingual educational
offerings by La Cité Scolaire Internationale are extremely
important, as is the new Institut Méditerranéen de la Ville
et des Territoires (IMVT). They will round out the alreadycomprehensive educational opportunities available, which
include many specialized schools:
• AMU, Aix-Marseille Université
• École Axe Sud School for the Graphic Arts
• EMD School of Management
• Epitech Euroméditerranée School of Computer Science
• ESDAC School of Design
• GENIMAGE School of Animation, Video Games,
Illustration, Comics and Manga
• Groupe ESPI, offering higher education
for the real estate professions
• IFSI La Blancarde, nursing school
• Kedge Business School
• La Plateforme, a new digital technologies school
that opened in September 2019
• Maison Méditerranéenne des Métiers de la Mode
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